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this mod replaces jill's cloths with a mod by evolvim. it is a nude mod for jill valentine. this mod does not replace
jill's bsaa costume. it replaces jill's cloths. the mod adds many nudes including: revelation 2 saw the return of
several popular characters from earlier installments of the series, including the protagonist leon s. kennedy,

who was involved in the events of the original resident evil, leon's father chris redfield, who was a soldier at the
time of raccoon city, and ada wong, a member of the bsaa. the game also introduced a new character,

millenium, who appears to be a representation of the internet, and had to be the first character in the game to
be killed by a new zombie type, known as the nemesis gauntlet, one of the protagonists of the popular fable

series for xbox, has a cameo in the game where he is seen riding an elevator in the bsaa headquarters. during
the credits, there is a scene where jill valentine and sebastian castellanos are seen walking down a hallway, as
they are approached by a man who is holding a robotic hand. the man introduces himself as chris redfield, who
is the ceo of the company known as remnant. in the game's "director's cut", there is a scene where chris and jill

are on the operating table, where chris is telling jill that she "is the only one who can defeat the nemesis". jill
responds by saying that she was just like a mindless zombie, and that the events of raccoon city will always be

in her head. this is a reference to the events of resident evil 2, where jill's memories are linked to the villainous t-
virus, and even she herself becomes a zombie in the sequel.
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in a recent interview with game informer, jill valentine is asked whether or not she likes the new resident evil
titles, and she's clearly upset by how they turned out: "yes, i didn't like them. i felt they took the wrong

direction. i didn't like that they were focusing on the horror genre. it was too scary for me. they didn't deliver
what i expected. they kept going in that direction, and i thought it was a little bit weird. and they didn't go that

route. that's not what i want to be doing in the future." at the time of their release, the newest game in the
series was resident evil 6, a game that could arguably be the biggest selling game in the franchise and had the

highest budget of any other game in the series, which is a very big deal given that most of the games in the
series are either on console or haven't sold well at all. the game takes place in the modern era, and jill valentine
is a member of the bsaa in the african country of angola. among the new elements introduced in this game are

the m-resistance, a group of scientists who are trying to create an artificial intelligence called the b.a.n.l.u.e.
[12] the game also introduces the nemesis, a genetically engineered super-zombie that is one of the most

dangerous creatures in the game. at the end of the game, jill received a new mission. she is being recruited by
a woman named sofia. the b.s.a. has been exposed by umbrella to the world as a terrorist organization, and

from that time on she has to be on the run. she is being followed by s.t.r. and other bsaa who are tracking her
down. 5ec8ef588b
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